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www.eldenring.com ©2019, Cyberfront Co., Ltd. Elden Ring is a registered trademark of Cyberfront
Co., Ltd. EMBED DYNAMIC TEMPLATE Description of: • Generic Templates • Character Creation
[Character Information] [Descriptions of] [Character Development] [Character/Weapon/Armor/Magic]
[Remaining Items] GENERIC TEMPLATES High Stats Low Stats [Item] [School(s)] [Attributes] [Class]
[Salary] [Number of Item] [Item] [Class] [Attribute] [Rank] EQUIPMENT [Armor] [Weapon] [Accessory]
SPELLS [Summon Monster] [Elemental Enchantment] [Cure] [Defense] [Delythion] [Whole Body]
RANGED ARTS [Bow] [Magic Mirror] [Blast] OPTIONAL SKILLS [Sneak] [Dance] [Destruction] [Ranged]
[Lock & Shock] [Auto] [Climbing] [Smart] [Bravery] [Accuracy] [Constrict] [Backstepping] [Defense]
[Swimming] CHARACTER BIO • Character Information Race: Race - Man Attributes: Attribute -
Dexterity Attribute - Intelligence Attribute - Vigor Attribute - Charisma CLASS Class - Fighter Class -
Ranger Class - Warrior SKILL Skill - Melee Skill - Magic Skill - Ranged SALARY Salary - High Salary -
Middle Salary - Low RANK Class Level (Low Rank) Class Level (Middle Rank) Class Level (High Rank)
#ITEM 1 Item (+1) 2 Items (+2) 3 Items (+3) 4 Items (+4) 5 Items (+5) 6 Items (+6) 7

Elden Ring Features Key:
Typical RPG game features. - A vast world full of excitement. - Play the game in all kinds of
landscapes. - A vast variety of dungeons and challenges. - Battle your way through the world and
meet various characters.
Extra features and monsters introduced. - A bombastic story and scenario full of unmatched
charm. - High quality game graphics and voice acting that reflect the high quality of the story. - A
direct adventure through content absent from many Japanese RPGs, such as a dungeon where you
can battle a massive dragon.
Difficulty and variety of content. - Designed for both beginners and experts alike, the game
offers a large range of content to be experienced in. - Experience the dense and powerful story
through simple game play. - If you get overwhelmed by combat or boss fights, there are a variety of
skills and magic to utilize for an easier experience.

(1) will be added. (2) is on schedule.

キャラクター原型

BALANCE EYES

CALCULATING POWERS OF MINIONS

POWER OVERLOAD!!

KILL COUNT

BATTLE STATS

MONEY
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